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The self-organization of nonlinearly interacting dynamic systems into coherent synchronized states has attracted a broad
interest across a range of subject areas in the biological and
physical sciences.1 Within plasma physics, multibeam laser
facilities present the opportunity for synchronization of parametric instabilities driven by intense laser beams propagating
through a long-scale-length plasma. Two-plasmon decay (TPD)
is a three-wave parametric instability in which an electromagnetic wave decays into two electron plasma waves (EPW’s),2
and when multiple laser beams are used, their interactions
with EPW’s can be synchronized by phase coupling to common decay waves. This leads to a reduction in the single-beam
intensity required to drive the TPD instability above the linear threshold.3
Numerical simulations predict that once the TPD instability is driven above the linear threshold, EPW’s rapidly reach
amplitudes where secondary processes such as the Langmuir
decay instability (LDI)4 and cavitation lead to a broad EPW
spectrum.5,6 This broad EPW spectrum can stochastically
accelerate electrons from the bulk velocity distribution to
high energies (>30 keV) (Refs. 7 and 8).
Early multibeam experiments showed evidence of TPDgenerated hot electrons when the single-beam growth rates
were significantly below threshold. These studies showed
that TPD hot-electron generation was governed by the overlapped drive intensity;9 subsequent experiments showed that
hot-electron generation scaled with the maximum multibeam
growth rate.10 These studies used indirect measurements of
TPD that were dependent on nonlinear processes associated
with TPD saturation, which challenges the validity of comparing to linear TPD theory. Thomson scattering of the drive
laser beams (self-Thomson scattering) provides a more-direct
signature of TPD-driven EPW’s,11 and the spectral features
have been discussed in theoretical studies of TPD-driven LDI.12
Quantitative comparison has been limited by the difficulty in
defining the EPW’s that are probed when using large numbers
of drive beams.13,14 Very early laser-plasma experiments made
the most-direct experimental observations of TPD by using a
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Thomson-scattering probe to observe the amplitude, which is
proportional to the square root of the scattered power and the
frequency of EPW’s driven by a single CO2 laser.15,16
This article presents the direct observation of TPD waves
and associated Langmuir decay daughter waves driven by
multiple laser beams. An ultraviolet Thomson-scattering
probe beam was used to isolate EPW’s driven by multibeam
TPD, which allowed for a quantitative comparison of the
results with three-dimensional (3-D) numerical simulations
that account for the nonlinear nature of the instability and the
multibeam geometry used in the experiments. The narrow
width [1.6!0.1-nm full width at half maximum (FWHM)] and
peak wavelength (423.1!0.2 nm) of the common-wave scattering feature show that the EPW’s are driven near the region of
maximum common-wave growth. When a fixed overlapped
intensity was maintained, the plasma-wave amplitudes were
nearly independent of the number of drive beams, demonstrating that these EPW’s are driven by multiple laser beams. A
broad (3.1!0.5-nm FWHM) Thomson-scattering feature driven
by TPD was observed while probing a range of wave vectors
that did not include primary common EPW’s. A second peak,
corresponding to Langmuir decay of primary TPD EPW’s,
was observed in the Thomson-scattering spectra, suggesting
that LDI is responsible for the observed broad range of driven
EPW’s. The measured Thomson-scattering spectra were well
reproduced by 3-D numerical simulations, suggesting that
the simulations accurately model the EPW amplitudes in this
highly nonlinear system.
The experiments were conducted on the OMEGA Laser System17 and used two to five m3~ = 351-nm laser beams to drive
common EPW’s. The beams were incident on a planar target
with an angle of 23° with respect to the target normal. Phase
plates18 were used on each beam to define the 300-nm FWHM
flattop laser spots. Prior to being focused by an f/6.7 lens, the
beams propagated through a birefringent polarization smoothing crystal that separated the incident linearly polarized laser
beam into two overlapped beams with orthogonal polarizations
propagating at a slight angle (+ 40 n rad). The laser beams used
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The TPD linear theory with multiple laser beams predicts a maximum growth rate along the axis of symmetry
defined by the laser beams [the z axis in Fig. 141.1(a)].3 The
frequency (~ 0 = ~1 + ~2) and wave vector _k 0 = k 1 + k 2i
matching conditions and linear EPW dispersion relation
`~ 21, 2 = ~ 2pe + 3k 21, 2 v 2tej can be satisfied for multiple beams
sharing a common daughter wave only when they share a
common angle relative to the driven wave [where (~1,2 ,
k1,2) are the daughter EPW frequencies and wave vectors,
(~ 0, k0) are the drive-beam frequency and wave vector,
~ pe = ~ 0 n e n c is the electron plasma frequency, and
v te = Te m e is the electron thermal velocity (m e is the
electron mass)].
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The Thomson-scattering diagnostic consisted of a m4~ =
263.25-nm f/6.7 probe beam with a best-focus diameter of
+50 n m (Ref. 20). The Thomson-scattered light was collected by a reflective f/10 collection system coupled to two
spectrometer/streak cameras, used to simultaneously observe
the EPW and ion-acoustic wave (IAW) scattering features.21
The spectral resolutions of the IAW and EPW systems are
0.05 nm and 0.5 nm, respectively. Scattered light was collected
from an +50 # 50 # 50-n m3 volume located either 150 n m
`n e n c . 0.18 to 0.21j or 100 nm `n e n c . 0.21 to 0.25j from
the target surface (where ne is the electron density and nc is the
critical density for 351-nm light). The angle between the collection optic and probe beam was 120°. Two Thomson-scattering
geometries were used to probe plasma wave vectors near the
region of maximum common-wave growth (common-wave
configuration) and a region where there was no linear commonwave coupling (non-common-wave configuration). The range
of wave vectors probed in the two configurations [Fig. 141.1(a)]
was calculated by ray tracing through density profiles generated
using the two-dimensional (2-D) hydrodynamic code DRACO,
where the electron heat flux was limited to 6% of the freestreaming flux.22 Refraction reduced the scattering angle in the
cw
ncw
plasma to i s . 32c and i s . 55c in the common-wave and
non-common-wave configurations, respectively.

In experiments where multiple beams share a common azimuthal angle, the maximum linear growth rate occurs at the

kz

1-ns- or 2-ns-long square pulses with the same energy in each
beam. When the number of beams and pulse lengths were
varied, the laser energies were adjusted to maintain a constant
vacuum overlapped intensity (+1015 W/cm2), resulting in the
same hydrodynamic conditions for all experiments. The planar
targets were 3-mm # 3-mm squares consisting of 30-nm-thick
CH layers coated on 30-nm-thick Mo. The CH-layer thickness
was chosen such that the burnthrough time was much longer
than the laser pulse.19
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Figure 141.1
(a) The normalized five-beam common-wave growth rate (color scale) in the
Thomson-scattering plane [defined by ty < _kt 4~ # kt si with the target normal
in the - tz direction]. The dashed curves show the linear two-plasmon–decay
(TPD) theory maximum growth for each drive beam. The white (red) box
shows the range of wave vectors probed by the Thomson-scattering diagnostic
in the common-wave (non-common-wave) configuration. (b) Wave-matching
conditions for Thomson scattering _k c = k 4~ - k si from common TPD
electron plasma waves (EPW’s); (c) daughter EPW’s from Langmuir decay
of backscattered TPD EPW’s _kl2 = k 2 - k IAW = k 4~ - k si .
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Figure 141.2(a) shows a broad (9.1!1.1-nm FWHM) EPW
Thomson-scattering spectrum measured 150 n m from the
initial target surface. The scattering feature has a single
spectral peak with a shape consistent with the intensity
distribution of the probe beam, indicating that thermal
EPW’s of roughly equal amplitudes are present throughout
the (physical) scattering volume. The observed peak corresponds to Thomson scattering from EPW’s from a range of
densities n e n c . 0.18 to 0.21. The IAW spectrum was fit to
the collisionless dynamic structure factor, giving a measure
of the electron temperature (Te = 2.0!0.2 keV at 1 ns) and
plasma flow velocity along the target normal (vf = 5.5!0.5 #
107 cm/s) (Ref. 23). The simulated values of Te = 1.9 keV and
vf = 5 # 107 cm/s from DRACO agree with the measurements.
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The integrated Thomson-scattered power in the commonwave configuration (proportional to the square root of the wave
amplitude) was nearly independent of the number of drive
beams when maintaining a constant overlapped intensity. For
two-, three-, and five-beam experiments, the relative Thomsonscattered power scaled by 1, 0.7, and 0.5, respectively. The
same scaling (within +10%) was observed in simultaneous
hard x-ray measurements, consistent with the expected correlation between hard x-ray generation and TPD-driven EPW
amplitudes.13 The small amplitude variation with the number
of beams at a fixed overlapped intensity and the narrow spectral
width shows that the observed peak corresponds to Thomson
scattering from common TPD EPW’s.
The shorter-wavelength peak (ms = 413.7!0.2 nm) shown
in Fig. 141.2(b) corresponds to Thomson scattering from
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Figure 141.2(b) shows a narrow (1.6! 0.1-nm FWHM)
high-intensity feature that appears at a wavelength (m s =
423.1!0.2 nm) consistent with the common-wave model (ms,c =
423!0.5 nm). The peak is an order of magnitude more intense
and +10 # narrower than the thermal peak [presumably below
the detection level in Fig. 141.2(b)], showing the driven nature
of the waves. The wavelength range corresponds to Thomson
scattering from densities between n e n c . 0.246 and 0.247 .
This is much narrower than the range of densities in the scattering volume `n e n c . 0.21 to 0.25j, indicating that the peak
corresponds to locally driven EPW’s.
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intersection of the single-beam maximum growth rates, which
lies along hyperboloids 9k 9 = k < `k < - k 0jC (where k 9 and k < are
the components of the plasma-wave vector perpendicular and
parallel to the drive-beam wave vector, respectively).10 Electron
plasma waves corresponding to distinct branches of a hyperboloid
are categorized as forward scattered ^~ 1 > ~ 0 2 , k 1 : k 0 > 0h or
backscattered `~ 2 > ~ 0 2, k 2 : k 0 > 0j . Figure 141.1(b) shows
the wave-vector–matching condition for Thomson scattering
from forward-scattered common TPD EPW’s kc = k4~ -ks
(where k4~, ks, and kc are the wave vectors of the probe beam,
Thomson-scattered light, and common EPW, respectively). The
associated matching conditions and dispersion relations predict
a Thomson-scattered peak wavelength of ms,c = 423!0.5 nm.

100

Figure 141.2
Thomson-scattering spectra for scattering from EPW’s with dashed lines at wavelengths corresponding to the quarter _n c 4i - and fifth _n c 5i -critical
surfaces. (a) Scattering from thermal EPW’s (150 n m from target surface) generates a broad spectrum corresponding to the range of densities within the
Thomson-scattering volume. (b) Scattering spectra from common EPW’s (100 n m from target surface) show narrow peaks corresponding to locally driven
TPD EPW’s. (c) Off-hyperbola scattering (100 n m from target surface) results in a broad spectrum of TPD-driven EPW’s. The dip in scattering amplitude at
0.9 ns in all three spectra is caused by a shock, reflected from the Mo layer, traveling through the Thomson-scattering volume.
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EPW’s driven by Langmuir decay of backscattered TPD
EPW’s. Figure 141.1(c) shows the wave-matching condition
for Thomson scattering from secondary backscattered EPW’s
_kl2i , where the blue triangle satisfies the LDI-matching conditions _k 2 = kl2 + klIAW , ~ 2 = ~ 2 + ~ IAWi . Assuming that
the observed EPW’s correspond to direct LDI backscatter
_k 2 = k IAW - k 2l i , the matching conditions and dispersion
relations give m s = 413.8!0.3 nm for Thomson scattering
from secondary backscattered EPW’s, in agreement with the
observed peak.

Figure 141.3(a) compares the measured [Fig. 141.2(b)] and
simulated Thomson-scattering spectra from the five-beam
common-wave geometry. The simulated peak widths and
amplitude ratio are in excellent agreement with the experiment. The simulation parameters were taken from DRACO
profiles: Te = 1.9 keV, aI n c 4 = 6 # 10 14 W/cm 2k , Ln = 190 nm
(density scale length), T i = 1 keV, v flow = 5.15 # 10 7 cm/s, and
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Figure 141.3
Thomson-scattering spectrum measured (red curve) at +1 ns and simulated
(blue curve) in the (a) common-wave and (b) non-common-wave Thomsonscattering configurations.
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n e _zi = n 0 91 - `z L nj1.12C, where n e(z) is a power law fit to
the unperturbed electron density profile near `n c 4j and n0 =
0.27 nc is the peak electron density in the simulation box.
The spectra were simulated using a 3-D numerical plasma
fluid code (LPSE24) that solves the extended Zakharov equations of TPD12,25 for the low-frequency IAW’s and high-frequency (enveloped) EPW’s. The Zakharov equations are used
to model the nonlinear coupling between EPW’s and IAW’s.8
Phase plates with polarization smoothing were modeled by
splitting each incident beam cone into two sets of 100 crosspolarized plane-wave beamlets with a 40- n rad angular
divergence and random phase. The simulation box was 66 #
13 # 13 nm3 on a uniform 1300 # 256 # 256 Cartesian grid.
Thomson-scattering spectra are generated using a numerical
structure factor obtained from simulated time series.
In LPSE simulations, the shorter-wavelength Thomson-scattering peak was correlated to the Langmuir decay of backwardpropagating TPD EPW’s by comparing the temporal evolution
of the Thomson-scattering spectrum and the low-frequency
density perturbations (IAW’s). Figure 141.4(a) shows the simulated EPW spectrum at 1 ps, when the TPD instability was in
the linear growth stage; large-amplitude EPW’s corresponding
to the maximum five-beam common-wave growth rate are the
dominant spectral feature. At this time, the corresponding IAW
spectrum has no driven waves, and only the peak corresponding
to forward-scattered TPD EPW’s is observed in the simulated
Thomson-scattering spectrum. When the ponderomotive force
associated with the electric field of counter-propagating EPW’s
is sufficient to overcome IAW damping, a series of Langmuir
decays generate large-amplitude IAW’s, leading to broad
IAW and EPW spectra [Fig. 141.4(b)]. At this time (+2 ps),
the simulated EPW Thomson-scattering spectrum shows two
spectral peaks at wavelengths corresponding to forward- and
backscattered TPD EPW’s.
In simulations where the intensity was just above the threshold
for the onset of the TPD instability aI n c 4 = 2 # 10 14 W/cm 2k ,
the EPW amplitudes did not reach sufficient amplitudes to drive
large-amplitude IAW’s, and the EPW spectrum looks similar
to Fig. 141.4(a) at all times. The spectral peak corresponding to
backscattered TPD EPW’s never appears in the low-intensity
simulated Thomson-scattering spectra, consistent with these
EPW’s being generated by LDI.
Figure 141.2(c) shows a Thomson-scattering spectrum
measured in the non-common-wave geometry [red box in
Fig. 141.1(a)], which was chosen such that the ThomsonLLE Review, Volume 141
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sity. The observation of EPW’s driven by LDI experimentally
shows the nonlinear state of the TPD instability and suggests
that LDI is responsible for generating a broad EPW spectrum.
These results are supported by 3-D LPSE simulations that
quantitatively reproduce the experimental scattering spectra.
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